Pillars Score Sheet & Ballot
Project:
Board Member Name______________________
Date:
SScSScoring Criteria

What to think about

Possible
Points
150

Economic or Community
Enhancement Impact to
The Area

How Many Persons will be impacted? Does it
affect the entire county/area? Will it be a
noticeable improvement? Will it bring outside
activity to the area? (Tourist, new job investment)
Will it improve lives of those less fortunate?

Capacities of the
applicant to sustain,
implement, or reach
stated objectives.

How viable is the project? Does the applicant
have the ability, funds, etc. to complete and
sustain the project?

100

Demonstrated
networking, cooperation
and partnerships with
other entities,
organizations, local
governments.
Local efforts and
capacity building.
Evidence of cash match
and leveraging ability.

Is there more than one organization involved?
Are there letters of support? Are they utilizing all
resources available?

100

Is there evidence of cash match? Did they fund
raise? Are members contributing to the effort?
Are other organizations, government?

200

Creativity and innovation
of the proposed project.
Evidence of local
planning.

Is it new or different?

75

Did they survey? Is there a work plan? Were
there news releases?

75

Total Points

Points for efforts
Place an X next to your score for each Criteria.
_____ 0 Points for no impact.
_____50 Points if it has an impact.
_____ 75 Points if it impacts a larger number than the organization/group.
_____100 Points if it brings economic activity and impacts a large percentage of
the population targeted or can substantially affect two of the questions;
_____ 150 if it meets all criteria.
_____ 0 Points is they have no chance for success.
_____25 Points if they have a chance at success at the project.
_____50 Points if they show some planning is in place to assure the project can be
completed.
_____100 Points if the project shows that all plans are in place to complete the
project and maintain the efforts once complete. (Will not have to depend
on additional funding from Pillars)
_____ 0 Points if membership commitment is in question.
_____25 Points if they show their membership is committed to work on the
project;
_____50 Points if they have at least one other organization partnering;
_____100 Points if they have community wide support with many sectors
involved.
_____0 Points if evidence of a Cash Match is missing. All Projects.
_____100 Points for evidence of a 1 for 1 cash match; (Non TSE’s)
_____150 Points evidence of a 2 for 1 cash match and local fundraising (Non TSE’s).
_____200 for evidence of a 3 for 1 cash match, local fundraising and other
organizational/government involvement. (Non TSE’s)
_____100 Points for TSE’s with a 3 for 1 cash match
_____150 points for TSE’s with a 4 to 1 cash match.
_____200 Points for TSE’s with a match greater than 4 to 1..
______0 to 75 Points for simply trying to do something to improve a condition
– all the way to creating something totally new and innovative.
_____0 Points if it is unclear that the membership approved the project.
_____25 Points if the membership approved and discussed at meeting.
_____50 Points if they have a work plan that shows timelines, etc.
_____ 75 Points if they have a work plan and show additional planning efforts.

700
_____ Total Points
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